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J O H N H A R VA R D ’ S J O U R N A L

1954 A Center for Middle Eastern Studies has been established at Harvard
within the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the third such "area program" in the University; the others focus on East Asia and the Soviet Union. Faculty members
from the graduate schools of law, business, public health, and public administration are also involved in the project.

system “is not a good example for Harvard
students.” Alluding to the correspondents’ views of motivation and employee
incentives, he renewed their suggestion
that no employee earn more than the University’s president (about $450,000, plus
benefits). In their November 25 letter, the
class of 1969 members wrote, “We reject
any suggestion that this limit on financial
manager pay would in any way jeopardize
the future performance of the endowment. Even if that were true, which we seriously doubt, we believe that the actions
we recommend will advance the interests
of the Harvard community far more than
any additional increment in a University
wealth that, by any measure, is already
very ample.”
Accordingly, in the wake of the January
22 disclosure and letters from Harvard
officials, Strauss and the other correspondents reiterated their call for a community forum on investment-manager compensation.

1969

There, for the moment , the matter

Yesterday’s News
From the pages of the Harvard Alumni Bulletin and Harvard Magazine

1919 Alice Hamilton is appointed assistant professor of industrial medicine,
becoming the first woman to hold a professorial position at the University.
1934

The mayor of Cambridge orders that fire trucks from the new station
near Memorial Hall must not sound their sirens on Thursday nights (when concerts are in progress) until they are two blocks away from Sanders Theatre.

1944

Between matinees at the RKO Theatre in Boston, Duke Ellington visits
Harvard to discuss “Negro Music in America” before a crowd in Paine Hall, and
then treats the audience to a medley that includes “Don't Get Around Much Anymore” and “Mood Indigo.”

Some 70 students occupy University Hall to protest ROTC and Harvard
expansion, precipitating a police bust and student strike.

1974 A $200 increase in tuition and a $125 increase in room-and-board rates
raise the cost of a Harvard-Radcliffe education to $5,350—the same price as
Yale’s.
1979 President Derek C. Bok issues two open letters to the Harvard community, on “the ethical responsibilities of the university in society” and on “divestment
of stock,” both concerning in large part Harvard’s ownership of stock in companies doing business in apartheid South Africa. A Washington Post editorial
suggests that Bok has “sharpened the issue at least to a point where the opponents can see each other.”
1984

Computer-consciousness is on
the rise throughout the University.
The Business School has announced that
incoming M.B.A. students will
be required to use
portable IBM personal
computers as part of
regular class preparation, and the Expository Writing program is
offering an experimental section in which
the papers are written
and critiqued on computers on loan from IBM.
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rests. The University essentially stands by
HMC’s compensation system for investment professionals. If their performance
holds up, the endowment will grow further
during the current fiscal year, and
significant paychecks will ensue: Meyer’s
news release disclosed that bonus payments carried forward into 2004 for himself
and the five highest-earning professionals
last year total $44.8 million— subject to
“clawback” if returns trail the relevant portfolio benchmarks. And because HMC is required to disclose certain compensation
data annually, those payments, if earned,
will be reported next Thanksgiving.
Were HMC spun o≠, the disclosures would not have to be
made, but Harvard would
pay a heavy price, Meyer
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